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Realized day

Without ever coming back, I step out of my own way where uneven 

rungs of stone beneath my feet raise me up to the height of Earth’s surface

Dry leaves, the sound of whose dropping guides me along, keep me 

guessing as to which one will fall next

Where the path thins out and its light pales behind me, deeper into 

darkness I search for my body’s missing glow

Amazed I discover how a small tattered moth, clinging its death to 

the underside of a fallen branch’s overhang, still flutters its spotted wings 

in the wind

How geese, veering southeast at dusk, vanish only where my longing 

can follow
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afteR a long stoRM

Snow falls through me without stopping

Standing on this shore without shelter, staring off into its density, its 

lips wet my eyelids with unexpected kisses and ornament my eyelashes 

with stringy trickles of quick-frozen droplets

When spoken, syllables freeze into words before latching onto sounds 

the way snowflakes cling their unique geometrics to each of their own 

frozen edges 

Memories winter buries, hibernate without interruption until high 

winds expose my shoulders jutting out from just under this brittle shoreline 

Left with nothing but icy winds sculpting curls atop frozen waves, 

has been the way my life’s become the length of time it takes one single 

snowflake to touch down
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an alcheMical closeness

Drawn closer to the end that has, as its beginning, blindness, and in 

the face of this blindness, eyes that adjust to nothing at all

Old visions of light, squeezed tight behind my eyelids, no longer need 

hide from the blinding searchlights of this darkness

Exposed, they feel their way across the Earth like those meager 

silhouettes of smoke caught rising from the black scars of lightning strikes

Even when the darkest of dreams flash back their idealized memories, 

I can no longer look through their mirage of light without first ridding 

myself of my reflection 

Especially where a perfect corona, in place of my hidden face 

surrounding the black image of a solar eclipse, spins its untouchable gold
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winteR funeRal

Deepest winter’s snow, blowing over its drifts’ sharp curves, unfurls its 

sheer white veils across cold grey rock

Bare black branches scintillate with the sun’s reflection off each 

rainbow-hued snowflake settled there

In the distance, a black herd of deer noses its way across an untracked 

expanse of snow below a white sky’s horizon no longer in contrast 

No more thresholds to cross, hesitations to obey, time to plan ahead 

or suspect what could happen, narrows us down through a thinning 

passageway to a life expectancy of zero
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woRth

As if time set no limits, I keep myself waiting 

The tapping of my pen on this paper, its rhythm erratic with the 

tympani of its dotted i’s, crossed t’s, rare j’s, and slashed out phrases, keeps 

me company

Close to the page, where words take shape far from anyone else’s 

reach, my writing hand grows used to that distance but never to how 

much a Monarch butterfly’s appearance ignores it 

Or how much the Monarch’s glancing body meant when once 

accidentally smearing the spangles of its orange and black colored wings 

across my boyhood’s bare knuckles
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ModeRn Man

Of late, with so much more time on his hands, and even less incentive, 

modern man works hard doing as little as he can

Was a time his eyeglasses were kept smudge-free in the event something 

unexpected showed up on the TV, but now even that’s become too much 

of an effort

Nothing gets in the way of this laziness or his couch, especially when 

his shoes conspicuously turn up missing and everyone’s to blame but 

himself

He’s even begun taking more and more afternoon naps so upon 

waking he can feel as if each day were starting over again without him 

having done a single thing

He’s even resorted of late to letting the telephone ring until its 

outgoing message instructs any friend, relative or even solicitor calling for 

a donation, how much better they’d be served if they immediately hung 

up and dialed 9•1•1 instead
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an eleven evening

Clinging to the edges of oak leaves before gravity gradually pulls it 

down, the moon settles momentarily in my lap

Not as heavy as I imagined, and having gazed in awe at it only from 

afar, my eyes now find even squinting at it is impossible  

As it continues to roll off my lap, my hands let go their grip of its 

craters and soft textures, never once brushing its dust from the front of 

my trousers

Now, whenever out walking after dark, I no longer fear losing my way 

what with the guiding light from the glow its dust still clings to me
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MoMent

The moment I blush yellow just above a white throated sparrow’s 

black striped cheek and am able to peck open the sunflower seed of my 

choosing, I’ll give up wanting to die laughing on my back gazing up into 

a sky so full of stars that there’s no more room for darkness

All those years watching winter shrink the mushy insulation of once 

active hives, untangle the woven and decorative artistry of abandoned 

nests, and shred the loose strands of sagging webs, have made me feel a lot 

less like I was dying alone 

Although I’d always kept myself so hidden that even I didn’t know 

where I was, I’ve grown content knowing the fast shadows that summer’s 

insects zig-zag in flight day and night will one day be my own 


